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Company Synopsis:
VIP Gloves Ltd (ASX:VIP) produces and
supplies gloves on an original equipment
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disposable gloves, used in the medical,
health, dental and numerous other
industrial and commercial sectors, from a
plant in Selangor, Malaysia. 
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VIP Gloves sees gradual earnings increase in next
two years from additional capacity, with full impact
expected in FY24

VIP Gloves Ltd (ASX:VIP), which is undertaking an aggressive expansion drive
with the construction of a second factory, expects to see its earnings increase
gradually in financial years 2022 and 2023 from the additional capacity. 

It is then expecting to reap the full earnings impact from the second factory in
financial year 2024. 

VIP Gloves plans to install eight double former lines at the new factory, to be
built on adjacent land owned by VIP, under a A$30 million two-year plan. 

Each line will be commissioned and operational individually, with partial
contribution expected to kick in in the second half of financial year 2022. 

All eight lines are expected to be fully installed and commissioned by the end of
2022.

Second factory update
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VIP has completed soil test, structural design and factory architecture work for
the second factory.

It has submitted detailed plans to the local municipal council and the fire
department and approvals are expected in June or July this year.

The factory building is expected to take six months with completion estimated in early 2022.

Sales

VIP has committed sales through to the end of 2021.

It has received inquiries and expressions of interest in sales for financial year 2022 and beyond, on existing as well as
new capacities.

The Malaysian Rubber Glove Manufacturers Association has projected a global deficit of 80 billion pieces of gloves in
2021, with longer-term demand growth of 12- 15% per annum versus 8-10% recorded during pre-pandemic.
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New capacities coming on stream will be well absorbed by market demand, hence keeping average selling prices high.

Its long-term plan is to introduce house brand to end-customers directly that will widen profit margins, it added.

Profit margin

Operational efficiency has improved with the rise in capacity and output.

As VIP Gloves has passed the threshold for critical mass, profit margin is poised to remain high in the next few years.

With the continued rise in its revenue stream and well-controlled cost of goods sold,  EBITDA remained healthy in the
third quarter of 2021.

This has resulted in strong cashflow for VIP to fund its aggressive capex initiatives and ensuring dividend payout in the
future.

North American market expansion plans

VIP is targeting to expand its footprint into the lucrative North American market in the latter part of 2021.

It has lodged an application with the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) but the process is "somewhat slower than
usual" due to the pandemic.

The company expects FDA approval to be received by mid-2021.

In the meantime, it has already started obtaining other mandatory compliances to ensure the company conforms to the
US importers' regulations and requirements.

 EU market plans

Having obtained the CE Mark Examination certificate in early 2021, it is gearing up to expand its network into the EU
market.

VIP is targeting distribution to European distributors and wholesalers, and later to sell directly to end-buyers in the
region.
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors, private client brokers, fund managers and international investor communities.

     Contact us +61 (0)2 9280 0700 action@proactiveinvestors.com.au

No investment advice

Proactive Investors Australia Pty Ltd  ACN 132 787 654 (the Company, we or us) provides you with access to the content set out above, including any news,
quotes, information, data, text, reports, ratings, opinions, images, photos, graphics, graphs, charts, animations and video (Content) and this website (the Site)
on the terms set out in this disclaimer, together with all other terms and conditions, disclaimers and other notices displayed elsewhere on this Site.
                       It is important for you to know that:
                       (a)	none of the Content is, or is intended to be, general or personal advice
                       (b)	the principal purpose of the Content is to provide factual information only and to comment on news; 
                       (c)	the Content does not contain or imply any recommendation or opinion intended to influence your financial decisions, including in respect of
any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy, and must not be relied upon by you as such; 
                       (d)	in providing you with the Content, we have not considered your objectives, financial situation or needs; and
                       (e)	you should make your own enquiries and obtain your own independent advice prior to making any financial decisions. 
                       The Content contains data (including but not limited to prices, statistics and calculated information) obtained from a variety of third party sources
(Third Party Data). The Company does not make any representation or warranty that any of the Content, including the Third Party Data, will be reliable,
accurate or complete. The Company disclaims all responsibility and liability arising in any way from any errors or omissions in the Content, including the Third
Party Data, including any loss you may incur in connection with any action or decision made by you in reliance upon the Content or Third Party Data. 
                       In certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, or their affiliates, may have received, or be entitled to receive, financial or
other consideration in connection with providing information about certain entities on the Site, which may include the above Content. 
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